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If you are looking for a
freeware password generator
with more than a dozen
features, then PasswordMe Pro
Free is exactly what you need.
It has features such as Auto-
suggest feature, Auto-suggest
for similar passwords, Password
strength checker, Password
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statistics, Command line tools
and system utilities, Password
history, Password helper,
Password generator and more.
Furthermore, the free version
of this software provides all the
features which were developed
after purchase of the full
version. The PasswordMe Pro
Free provides numerous
features, which includes
password creation with up to 30
letters, lower case, upper case,
number and symbol.
PasswordMe Pro Free also
provides the ability to exclude



characters and lets you create
passwords of a desired length
and complexity. Moreover, the
program supports the
suggestions of similar
passwords to avoid repetition of
your chosen password. In
addition, PasswordMe Pro Free
allows you to save your
passwords and lets you keep
track of your password strength
and see if your password is
strong enough to protect your
privacy. For this purpose,
PasswordMe Pro Free provides
a Password Strength Checker,



Password Statistics, Password
History, Password Writer,
Password Hints, and Password
Meanings. Besides these
features, PasswordMe Pro Free
supports other functions such
as generating random
passwords, copying password to
clipboard and saving passwords
in various formats. Best
Password Generator 2017-2020
UltraStrong Password
Generator is a new advanced
software that can generate
random strong passwords. It
has a fast speed with super



secure password selection. The
user interface is very simple
and easy to use. It also has
multiple languages available.
Features: - Password generator
- Fast Password generator -
Multiple languages supported -
Strong passwords generation -
Secure password selection -
Brute force protection -
Password history There are no
bugs or virus in it, it is 100%
clean. How to get UltraStrong
Password Generator? You can
download it free at
DiziToolz.com. Ultimate



Password Generator is a
lightweight password generator
application that can generate
secure passwords. With this
software, you can set up a
strong password in a matter of
seconds. The user interface is
very simple and easy to use. It
also has multiple languages
supported. UltraStrong
Password Generator has the
following features: - Password
generator - Fast Password
generator - Multiple languages
supported - Strong passwords
generation - Secure password



selection - Brute force
protection - Password history -
Password generator -
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KeyMacro is the fastest
password generator on the
market. It generates over
500,000,000 passwords per
second, and allows you to
generate a maximum of 300
passwords. You can change the
amount of passwords generated
with a simple click, and you can



also add a prefix or suffix to
your password. It supports a
wide range of languages, and
can even read your clipboard.
FEATURES • Fastest Password
Generator in the Market!
Generates over 500 Million
Passwords Per Second. •
Supports a Wide Range of
Languages. Easily Generate
Password in 23 languages. •
Add Prefix or Suffix to
Password. Add Prefix (0-9) or
Suffix (a-z) to your Password. •
Password Length and Width
Control. You can change the



password length, and password
width. • Added Password
Strength. You can check your
password strength. • Password
Inclusion. Password contains
lower or upper case letter,
digits, and punctuation mark. •
Password Exclusion. Password
does not contains lower or
upper case letter, digits, and
punctuation mark. • Password
Cache. Once you've set the
password, you can keep it for
the next time you need it. •
Password History. Password
History saves your password as



a plain text file. • Password
Clipboard. You can copy your
password from the clipboard to
your password. • Possibility to
Generate Random Password.
Random Number Generator. •
Generate Password Based on
the Dictionary. Based on the
Dictionary. • Password Based
on the Usernames. Based on
the Usernames. • Password
Based on the Words. Based on
the Words. • Import the
Usernames. Import usernames
from a text file. • Save
Password to a Plain Text File.



Save the password as a plain
text file. • Edit the Plain Text
File. Edit the plain text file. •
Create Multiple Password. You
can create multiple password
with one click. • Password
Cleaner. Password cleaner. •
Unlimited Password. Unlimited
password. • Inconsistent
Password. Password generate
randomly. • Email Password.
Password generator. • Software
Password. Software passwords.
• PASSWORD EXCLUSION.
Password does not contains
lower or upper case letter,



digits, and punctuation mark. •
Words with Inclusion. Words
with inclusion. • Words with
Exclusion. Words with
exclusion. • Words Dictionary.
Words dictionary. • Donate
Support. 2edc1e01e8
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Extreme Password Generator
Pro is a lightweight Windows
utility built specifically for
helping users generate strong
passwords that are difficult to
crack. It comes in handy in case
you are using several
encryption tools or lockdown
applications where you need to
set up passwords in order to
make sure your data remains
private from unauthorized
viewing. Extreme Password
Generator Pro boasts a clean



multi-tabbed layout that allows
users to set up the dedicated
parameters with minimum
effort. Although it doesn’t
bundle a help manual, even
rookies can easily understand
the function of each built-in
function. The program gives
users the possibility to specify
the password length, enter the
number of passwords to be
created, as well as make the
tool generate passwords with a
random length. What’s more,
you are allowed to copy the
generated password to the



Clipboard and save multiple
passwords to plain text file
format, provided that you have
specified the saving directory
and filename. Other important
features worth mentioning are
represented by the possibility to
include in your passwords
lower or upper case characters,
numbers, and special
characters, insert a suffix and
prefix, import usernames from
a file, as well as create
passwords based on words
included in a dictionary. During
our testing we have noticed



that the application carries out
a task very quickly and without
errors throughout the entire
process. It leaves a minimal
footprint on system resources,
so the overall performance of
the computer is not affected. As
a conclusion, Extreme
Password Generator Pro offers
useful features and an intuitive
layout for helping you generate
random passwords with
minimum effort. License: Free
for non-commercial use.
Version 5.0 - From Our
Software Press Release:



Extreme Password Generator
Pro is a lightweight Windows
utility built specifically for
helping users generate strong
passwords that are difficult to
crack. It comes in handy in case
you are using several
encryption tools or lockdown
applications where you need to
set up passwords in order to
make sure your data remains
private from unauthorized
viewing. Extreme Password
Generator Pro boasts a clean
multi-tabbed layout that allows
users to set up the dedicated



parameters with minimum
effort. Although it doesn’t
bundle a help manual, even
rookies can easily understand
the function of each built-in
function. The program gives
users the possibility to specify
the password length, enter the
number of passwords to be
created, as well as make the
tool generate passwords with a
random length. What’s more,
you are allowed to copy the
generated password to the
Clipboard and save multiple
passwords to plain text file



format, provided that you
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What's New in the Extreme Password Generator Pro?

Extreme Password Generator
Pro is a lightweight Windows
utility built specifically for
helping users generate strong
passwords that are difficult to
crack. It comes in handy in case
you are using several
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encryption tools or lockdown
applications where you need to
set up passwords in order to
make sure your data remains
private from unauthorized
viewing. Extreme Password
Generator Pro boasts a clean
multi-tabbed layout that allows
users to set up the dedicated
parameters with minimum
effort. Although it doesn’t
bundle a help manual, even
rookies can easily understand
the function of each built-in
function. The program gives
users the possibility to specify



the password length, enter the
number of passwords to be
created, as well as make the
tool generate passwords with a
random length. What’s more,
you are allowed to copy the
generated password to the
Clipboard and save multiple
passwords to plain text file
format, provided that you have
specified the saving directory
and filename. Other important
features worth mentioning are
represented by the possibility to
include in your passwords
lower or upper case characters,



numbers, and special
characters, insert a suffix and
prefix, import usernames from
a file, as well as create
passwords based on words
included in a dictionary. During
our testing we have noticed
that the application carries out
a task very quickly and without
errors throughout the entire
process. It leaves a minimal
footprint on system resources,
so the overall performance of
the computer is not affected. As
a conclusion, Extreme
Password Generator Pro offers



useful features and an intuitive
layout for helping you generate
random passwords with
minimum effort.
dchavenage.com New Release
Extreme Password Generation
8.6.2.0 System Requirements:
OS: Windows 10/8/7/Vista/XP
CPU: Intel Pentium III or higher
RAM: 256 MB or higher Hard
disk space: 10 MB or higher
dchavenage.com Release Notes:
Extreme Password Generator
Pro is a lightweight Windows
utility built specifically for
helping users generate strong



passwords that are difficult to
crack. It comes in handy in case
you are using several
encryption tools or lockdown
applications where you need to
set up passwords in order to
make sure your data remains
private from unauthorized
viewing. Extreme Password
Generator Pro boasts a clean
multi-tabbed layout that allows
users to set up the dedicated
parameters with minimum
effort. Although it doesn’t
bundle a help manual, even
rookies can easily understand



the function of each built-in
function. The program gives
users the possibility to specify
the password length, enter the
number of passwords to be
created, as well as make the
tool generate passwords with a
random length. What’s more,
you are allowed to copy the
generated password to the
Clipboard and save multiple
passwords to plain text file
format, provided that you have
specified the saving directory
and filename. Other important
features worth mentioning are



represented by the possibility to
include in your passwords
lower or upper case characters



System Requirements For Extreme Password Generator Pro:

Game is highly optimised for
high-end rigs with up to 8GB
RAM and a 12GB GPU. VRAM is
used to maximum in order to
ensure the best performance
and efficiency. You may have to
consider 16GB RAM and a
256GB GPU. Compatible with
both NVIDIA and AMD GPUs.
Higher resolution textures are
used. Game can be installed
onto larger SSDs. (1080p)
Minimum OS: Windows 10 (64-
bit) CPU: Core i5 3.4
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